
 

 

Yale Model Congress 2017 
 

Purple Senate - Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs  

 

               Jeremy Kogan                     Columbia Grammar and Preparatory School 

 

Title of Bill:  Deformation of Sanctuary Cities 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: Whereas, Article I, Section 8, Clause 4 of the U.S. Constitution entrusts the federal 

legislative branch with the power to “establish an uniform Rule of Naturalization.” Whereas, 

there are approximately 11.2 million illegal immigrants in the United States of America. 

Whereas, illegal immigration across the southwestern US border has increased approximately 

15% in July 2017. Whereas, this is indicative of the continued substantial growth of illegal 

immigration throughout the United States of America. Whereas, several studies show that crime 

rates are higher in sanctuary cities. Whereas, the issue of whether to allow sanctuary cities is 

dividing Americans. Whereas, immigration laws must be applied by our law enforcement powers 

in each State equally to all people visiting or residing in the United States of America. Whereas, 

sanctuary cities should be penalized for failing to cooperate with the federal government with 

respect to the enforcement of immigration laws. 

 

Section 1: All cities with sanctuary status must cooperate with federal law enforcement to apply 

immigration laws in every State. 

 

Subsection A: Illegal immigrants residing in sanctuary cities will be deported to the 

country that they originated from in accordance with the applicable immigration laws in 

effect. 

    
Subsection B: Design a path in which people who were either born in the United States 

of America, or brought to the United States of America before the age of 15, are allowed 

to remain in the United States of America upon satisfaction of certain conditions, 

including agreeing to become U.S. citizens by the age of 21 or within 5 years after this 

bill goes into effect. Such persons will otherwise be subject to deportation by the federal 

government. 

 

Section 2: Let any city that does not abide by this act to have all federal funding reduced by 

75%. 

 

Section 3: This bill shall go into effect 91 days after passage. 



Yale Model Congress Fall 2017 
 

Purple Senate- Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

Committee 

Zach Kessel        Newark Academy 

Bill Author        Delegation 

 

 

Title: OASDI Reform Act 

 

Preamble: Whereas it is necessary that the Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance 

program, more commonly known as Social Security, be reformed.  Due to an aging population 

and lower birth rate, the ratio of workers to retirees is shrinking, thereby reducing the funds 

available for future retirees.  Since 2010, Social Security has paid out more in benefits than it 

receives in worker contributions, and will run out of money by 2034.  Using the existing system 

to avert its pending collapse would require deep benefits cuts, heavy borrowing, or substantial 

tax raises.  The right solution is to switch to private retirement accounts funded by existing 

mandatory Social Security payments, reducing Social Security’s debt and bringing the system 

back into solvency. 

 

Be it hereby enacted by the Yale Model Congress: 

 

Section 1: Provide all United States citizens private retirement accounts using the existing Social 

Security payment code. 

A: A portion of each citizen’s yearly income pre-tax will be set aside in said accounts. 

 i: No more than 8% of each citizen’s yearly income may be set aside. 

 B: Account owners may invest funds set aside as they see fit. 

 C: Account owners must wait until the age of 67 to withdraw funds. 

i: If owners withdraw funds before the age of 67, they must pay a 10%  early 

withdrawal penalty. 

Section 2: Terminate the Social Security Administration by the year 2034. 

A: All those age 60 and older on December 31, 2017 will be eligible for current Social 

Security benefits until the year 2034. 

B: All those age 59 and younger on December 31, 2017 will use private accounts funded 

by existing Social Security income deductions. 

i: All those age 45 through 59 will see their private accounts supplemented with 

reduced payouts totaling half of current payout rate until the year 2034. 

Section 3: All money set aside in private accounts is tax-exempt until withdrawal. 

 A: Withdrawal tax will be income tax rate at the time of withdrawal. 

Section 4: This bill shall go into effect 91 days after its passing. 



 
Yale Model Congress 2017 

 

Purple Senate - Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

Committee 

Jake Blancher               Great Neck South 

Bill Author         Delegation 

 

Title: An Act to Ban Those on Terrorist Watch Lists from Purchasing Firearms and 

Weapons 

Be It Hereby Enacted by the Yale Model Congress: 

 

Preamble: Whereas between 2004 and 2010 over 94% (1321 of 1400) of people on terrorist 

watchlists were successful when attempting to purchase firearms. Whereas less than 1% of those 

attempting to purchase a firearm are denied. Whereas over 15,000 Americans died from 

homicides involving the use of firearms in 2016. Whereas since 1975, 3024 Americans have died 

from terrorist attacks. Whereas the attacker (Omar Mateen) in the June, 2016 assault at the Pulse 

Nightclub, was twice previously on a terrorist watch list, in 2013 and 2014. Whereas the United 

States firearm death rate is about 3 times larger than the next highest developed country.  
 

Section 1: Prior to the completion of any sale, barter, delivery, donation or exchange of a 

firearm, the supplier must submit the consumer's name to the Terrorist Screening Center (TSC).  

If the TSC indicates that potential recipient is on any terrorist watch list, the supplier must deny 

the sale. 

 

Subsection A: Firearm vendors failing to comply with the aforementioned requirements 

are subject to revocation of their Federal Firearm License (FFL), a monetary fine of up to 

$100,000, and a maximum term of imprisonment of 24 months, pursuant to 18 U.S. Code 

§2339A regarding the providing of material support to terrorists.                    

 

Section 2:  This bill will take effect 91 days after its passage. 



  

YALE MODEL CONGRESS 2017 

 
Purple Senate – Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

Committee (Including Full Session Body) 

 

 

Christopher Gould 
  

Xavier High School 
Author  Delegation 

 
 

Title of Bill: An Act to Improve the Training of First Responders 

 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas the United States has suffered an increasing amount of terrorist attacks in 
recent years. Whereas the threats upon the safety of our citizens have only increased 
in volume. Whereas terrorism is beginning to move towards more extreme methods. 
Whereas Weapons of Mass Destruction are or will soon be in the hands of our 
enemies. Whereas the shootings in Las Vegas and Orlando were largely 
unpreventable within conventional methods. Whereas our First Responders are often 
the first ones to react to a scene and are vitally important to the rescue and medical 
efforts. Whereas First Responders are often unprepared due to lack of professional 
training. Whereas there are training schools for First Responders, but they are 
expensive and few and far between. Whereas it is necessary that our citizens, 
especially First Responders, must have access to thorough and inexpensive training. 

 

Definitions: Let First Responders be defined as anyone, volunteer or otherwise that offer up 
their time and their lives to respond to disasters. 
Let Weapons of Mass Destruction be defined as any ordnance, military or otherwise 
with nuclear capabilities that can kill large numbers of people. 

 

Section 1: A total of 100 new educational facilities for the training of First Responders will be  
       built across the country spaced out in a way that at least one is convenient to reach for  
       the vast majority of First Responders. 

 

Subsection A: These institutions will be conscious of the nature of volunteers with full-
time jobs and will offer classes at night. 

 
Subsection B: At least one year of training will be necessary for any incoming First 

Responders. The training will be strongly encouraged, but not 
necessary for those already on the job. 

 

Section 2: These educational facilities will be financed largely through the Department of  
Homeland Security with minimal income from those that take the training. The cost      
of one year of training will be set at $1000 per person.  
 



 Subsection A: Those with financial need may be considered for cost reduction or a 
financial loan to be paid off in full after 4 years with no interest. 

 
Section 3: This bill will go into effect 91 days after passage. 

 

   
 
 
 



 

 

  

YALE MODEL CONGRESS 2017 

 
Purple Senate – Homeland and Governmental Affairs  

Committee 

 

                         Vishy Kandala  Trumbull High School 

Author  Delegation 

 

Title: An Act to Revise the Conditions of Transit Vehicles in the United States 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: Whereas the transit in the United States is ranked at a D-; whereas 10% of the 

nation’s urban bus fleet and 3% of the nation’s rail fleet are not in “a state of good 

repair”; whereas 35% of guideway elements (e.g., tracks) are also not in “a state of 

good condition”; whereas there are 15 main heavy rail systems that have millions 

and billions of people riding them everyday… this Act will improve the conditions 

of transit vehicles in the United States. 

 

Section 1: Improve the conditions of transit vehicles through fixing the aspects that are not in a 

“state of good repair”. 
 

 Subsection A: Once a certain aspect of the transit system is considered to not be in a 

“state of good repair”, the Department of Transportation will improve the vehicles that require 

immediate attention.  

 

Section 2: If there are not enough resources to amend enough vehicles, the vehicles that were not 

improved will be the utmost priorities the following year.  

  

 Subsection A: Once marked as not in a “state of good repair”, the Department of 

Transportation will be required to improve these vehicles in a span of five years. 

 

Section 3: Funding for this bill will come from the Ways and Means Committee. 

 

Section 4: This bill will take effect 91 days after its passage. 



             Yale Model Congress 2017 
 

Purple Senate – Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

Committee 

         Andrew Gottlieb  NSHAHS 

         Bill Author  Delegation 

 

 

Title: An act to prevent dangerous or potentially harmful individuals from purchasing 

guns 

 

Preamble: While the right to bear arms is a right ensured by the Bill of Rights, we do have the 

ability to suspend that right in certain cases. Those who have been convicted of violent or gun-

related misdemeanors, with a history of abusing alcohol or drugs, convicted of juvenile offenses, 

or additional people who have suffered from severe mental illness are currently prohibited from 

purchasing a gun. These laws are not unconstitutional because of the manner in which they 

protect the American people, therefore a law prohibiting dangerous or potentially harmful 

individuals would not be unconstitutional either. Furthermore, while “severely” mentally ill 

individuals can not buy a gun that is simply not enough in the case of individuals who are 

mentally ill. Between 1982 and 2012, 38 of 62 mass shootings had been committed by 

individuals who displayed signs of being mentally ill. In addition, at Fort Lauderdale 

International Airport, on Friday, Jan. 6, 2017 was committed by an individual who reportedly has 

a history of mental difficulties. Furthermore, individuals on the no fly-list or who are suspected 

terrorists are also still able to purchase a gun. This is an issue that both of the presidential 

candidates in the 2016 election felt was serious and must be resolved. 

 

Section 1: Individuals who are unfit to purchase a gun shall be defined as dangerous or 

potentially harmful individuals, or those who have been legally prevented from purchasing a gun 

Subsection a: Dangerous individuals shall be defined as those who are on the 

terrorist watch list or the no-fly list 

Subsection b: Potentially harmful individuals shall be defined as those who are 

mentally ill by a registered psychiatrist. 

 

Section 2: Any dangerous individual or potentially harmful individual shall not be 

permitted to purchase, sell, trade, or acquire a gun or other arms 

Subsection a: Other arms includes explosives, military vehicles, and other 

decommissioned military equipment 

 



Section 3: In order to ensure these individuals do not purchase guns, a photo, name and 

government issued ID must be presented at time of purchase to be run through the terrorist 

watchlist, and hospital databases 

Subsection a: The vendor will not have record to the terrorist watch list or the 

hospital records and therefore must send this information to the FBI to check only if the 

individual is unfit to purchase a gun 

 

Section 4: funding for this bill shall be allocated by the ways and means committee 

 

Section 5: This bill shall take effect 91 days after it is passed 

 

 

  

 

 



 

 

  

YALE MODEL CONGRESS 2017 

 
 Purple Senate - Homeland Security & Governmental Affairs 

Committee 

 

Will Polen  Montclair High School 

Author  Delegation 

Title of Bill: An Act to Ease the Private Sector into Mail 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
Preamble: Whereas the United States Postal Service (USPS) is listed as a federal agency, yet 
operates as a business (LA Times); Whereas USPS is protected by a federally-mandated 
monopoly on mailing letters, called the Private Express Statutes (PES), as well as similar 
monopolies (NY Times); Whereas due to the PES and other federal monopolies, USPS is not 
incentivized to offer competitive rates when shipping letters (CAGW); Whereas USPS directly 
competes with other private shipping services when shipping packages, but is given a blatant 
advantage by receiving federal exemption from state and local taxes as well as Treasury 

handouts 
at discounted rates — therefore significantly interfering with the private sector (Fortune); 
Whereas despite all of USPS’ government-encouraged advantages, it has still lost $50 billion 
since 2007 and loses approximately $36 million per day (Fortune); Whereas approximately half 
of USPS’ post offices are deemed “Micro”, meaning that they get few customers per day and 
ultimately waste government funds (USPS IG);Whereas full elimination of USPS is 
unrealistic because of Article I, Section 8, Clause 7 of the United States Constitution, but  
minimizing USPS is still within the government’s best interest. 

 

 

Section 1: All federal benefits that the United States Postal Service (USPS) receives, with the 
exception of routine annual funding, will be hereby relinquished. 
 Subsection A: These benefits include the Private Express Statutes (PES) as well as other 

federally-mandated USPS monopolies, exemption from all state and local taxes, and other 

benefits that fall under this category. 

 Subsection B: In exchange for removal of federal benefits, USPS will no longer have to 

prefund liabilities (such as retiree healthcare) and will be instead mandated to fund in a manner 

comparable to other federal agencies. 

 

 

Section 2: All USPS post offices that are deemed as “Micro” by USPS (currently approx. 15,000 

of the 31,500 existing offices) are to be inspected by a Congress-appointed task force with the 

intent of lowering the number of such offices to 7,500-10,000. 

 Subsection A: After inspection, the task force will either recommend to keep the office 

in place, consolidate it with another office in close vicinity, or close the office. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Constitution


 

 

  i. Factors that the task force is encouraged to consider prior to coming to these 

conclusions are vicinity between a post office and other ones, population surrounding the post 

office, cost of real estate taxes (which would have to be paid, in compliance with Section 1), etc. 

 Subsection B: This task force will also have the ability to recommend the firing of 

specific USPS workers if they are no longer needed due to downsizing. 

 

Section 3: The United States Postal Service may no longer offer delivery of any item exceeding 

the size of a letter (i.e. packages). 

 Subsection A: All consumers currently using USPS for this service will be referred to 

using private companies that do offer it. 

 

Section 4: This bill will be enacted five years after passage. 

 



 

 

YALE MODEL CONGRESS 2017 
 

Purple Senate-Homeland Security and Government Affairs 

Committee 

Mark Rossi  Harrison High School 

Bill Author  Delegation 

 

 
Title: An Act to Privatize the TSA 
 

Be it hereby enacted by the Yale Model Congress: 

 
Preamble:  Whereas the TSA has repeatedly proven itself to be ineffective at identifying 
and neutralizing potential threats. Whereas an internal study conducted in 2015 involving 
“red teams” deployed by the Department of Homeland Security revealed that 67 out of 70 
banned items were able to get through TSA security across the nation, a 95% failure rate. 
Whereas privatization of the government in other areas has yielded positive results, for 
both efficiency and quality. Whereas a House report in 2011 found that private screeners 
at San Francisco International Airport were far more efficient than the federal screeners 
at the Los Angeles International Airport. Whereas all main airports in Canada use private 
screening firms, as do more than 80 percent of Europe’s main airports. Whereas the 
TSA’s budget is $7.5 billion, and privatization allows the government to focus its efforts 
on aviation intelligence and oversight. 
 
Section 1: Let the Department of Homeland Security transfer airport security 
responsibility to private airport security companies through the issuance of government 
contracts. 

a. The government contracts issued will be for the purpose of fulfilling 
airport security requirements for each specific airport. 

i. The monetary size of the government contract will increase or 
decrease with the size of the airport referenced in the contract. 

 
Section 2: In order to incentivize efficiency and cost effectiveness, let the private 
company retain the surplus capital from the fulfillment of the contract, so long as the 
security coverage established by the company meets Department of Homeland Security 
standards. 

a. The efficiency of security coverage will be determined through an unscheduled 
exam administered by a third party with oversight from the Department of 
Homeland Security. 

b. Let the procedure and criteria of the test be determined by the Department of 
Homeland Security Office of the Inspector General. 

 
Section 3:  In order to avoid the economic shock of the sudden shutdown of the TSA, the 
transition from public to private security will be spaced out over 2 years; Upon the 



 

 

issuance of a government contract for an airport, ½ of the TSA’s budget in that airport 
will be allocated to the incoming company at the end of the fiscal year of issuance of the 
contract. 

a. Each subsequent fiscal year, ½ of the TSA’s budget in that airport will be 
reallocated to the incoming company until 100% of the TSA’s budget for that 
airport is dissolved. 

 
Section 4: Surplus funds from the enactment of this bill may be reallocated by the Senate 
Appropriations Committee. 
 
Section 5: This bill will take effect 91 days after its passage. 



YALE MODEL CONGRESS 2017 
                              Purple Senate - Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

 

Aidan Murphy                                                                                               Quincy High School 

 

                                     Title of Bill: An Act To Prevent Gun Violence 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: Whereas on average every day 315 Americans are shot in murders, assaults, suicides 

and suicide attempts, unintentional shootings, and police intervention. Whereas every year 

13,286 die from gun violence. Whereas according to the Department of Justice 10% of the 5.9 

million violent crimes committed in the US in 2014 involved visible guns. Whereas in 2015 

alone 475 people were killed in a mass shooting, and 1,870 were injured. Whereas since 1968 

more Americans have died from gunfire than in all wars fought by the US (1.4 million died from 

gunfire, 1.2 million from war). Whereas the US spends over a trillion dollars on counter 

terrorism efforts, which killed only 17 Americans in 2011 compared to the 11,101 killed by guns. 

 

Definitions: Let automatic guns be defined as a gun which fires multiple bullets with the single 

pull of the trigger. 

 

Section 1: Establish a No Carry List, with regards to firearms. 

 

Subsection A: When placed on the list you cannot purchase any ammunition, or 

firearms.  

 

Subsection B: If on the list, you may obtain approval to purchase a firearm by a judge. 

 

Subsection C: Let the No Carry List be established and overseen by the FBI Information 

and Technology Branch. 

 

Subsection D: People convicted of violent felonies, suspected terrorist/terror 

connections, or who have a mental health disorder which can cause violence would be 

placed on the list. 

 

Section 2: Automatic and rapid fire gun ownership is hereby banned. 

 

Subsection A: For a period of 30 days after the bill's enactment, people in possession of 

automatic weapons will be able to turn in their automatic weapons without punishment. 

 



Subsection B: Following the 30 day period after enactment, those found in possession of 

automatic weapons will face a $500 fine and be placed on the No Carry List for 90 days. 

 

Subsection C: If a person is found in possession of automatic weapons following the 30 

days after enactment 3 or more times, they will face a $1,000 fine and be immediately 

placed on the No Carry List permanently.  

 

Section 3: Bill will be enacted 91 days after passage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

YALE MODEL CONGRESS 2017 
 

Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs (Purple Senate) 

 

                  Aria Muchhal             Darien High School 

 

Title of Bill: An Act to Reform the Transportation Security Administration 
 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble: Whereas an internal investigation of the Transportation Security Administration 
revealed security failures at dozens of the nation’s busiest airports. Undercover 
investigators from Homeland Security Red Teams were able to smuggle mock 
explosives or banned weapons through checkpoints in over 95 percent of trials. The 
TSA has a budget of $7.55 billion, and new technologies would make the TSA more 
effective. Whereas the TSA documents indicate a substantial focus on Arabs, 
Muslims, and Latinos, despite repeated TSA assurances that the Department of 
Homeland Security component does not profile travelers based on ethnicity, race, or 
religion. Whereas training programs to prevent police brutality have helped 
overcome biases based on ethnicity, race, or religion. 

 
Section 1: $500 million will be reappropriated from the National Defense budget to the TSA so 

as to fund new security technology such as explosives residue detectors and new 

video recognition techniques. 

 Subsection A: TSA agents will be given an in depth training course on how to handle the 

machinery by officials supervising the establishment of the new technology. 

 Subsection B: All airport security data will be shared across all TSA stations. 

 

Section 2: This bill shall be enacted after 91 days. 

 

 

 



  

YALE MODEL CONGRESS 2017 

 
Purple Senate - Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

  
Committee (e.g. Red Senate - Judiciary) 

 

 

Praneeth Ganedi  
  

Branford High School 
Author  Delegation 

Title of Bill: An Act to Increase the Funding of the Coast Guard 
 

 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas when major problems have occurred in domestic waters, the Coast Guard 
has always come to provide crucial security. The amount of Coast Guard missions has grown 
steadily throughout the years due to varied maritime security threats. The Coast Guard is unable 
to catch almost 600 drug shipments each year due inadequate funding, resources, and equipment. 
Thus, the Coast Guard is not fully able to complete their duties. With the Department of 
Homeland Security having an increase of budget every year, the Coast Guard is getting 
insufficient and disproportionate acquisition funds. Thus, leading to a number of capacity and 
capability challenges. Many of the vessels and other assets are in poor shape with 25 of the 35 
cutters being over 50 years old. The Coast Guard is in need of major revitalization.  
 

 

Section 1: Fund the Coast Guard acquisition budget at a minimum of $1.5 billion. 
 

Subsection A: The budget will go towards the building of the offshore patrol cutter fleet, 
investing in more unmanned systems, and pursuing alternative options for fulfilling polar 
icebreaking requirements, such as purchasing foreign-built icebreakers. 

 

Section 2: The funding shall come from the Department of Homeland Security. 
 
Section 3: The bill shall go into effect 91 days after passage.  
 



YALE MODEL CONGRESS 2017 

 

Purple Senate- Homeland Security and Government Affairs 

Committee  

 

Gabriella Marx        Trevor Day School 

        Author                   Delegation 

 

Title of Bill: Race Discrimination Act of 2017 

 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 

Preamble:  

Whereas the number of global terrorist attacks have increased dramatically over the last decade. 

Whereas the number of domestic terrorist attacks have increased as well. Whereas the majority 

of these terrorist attacks have been committed by Muslims (often inspired by Al Qaeda or ISIS). 

Whereas not all Muslims are terrorists. Over the last four decades, 20 out of 3.25 million 

refugees welcomed to the United States have been convicted of attempting or committing 

terrorism. Whereas the white supremacist who murdered a woman in Charlottesville was an act 

of terror. Whereas the definition of terrorism is “a person who uses unlawful violence and 

intimidation, especially against civilians, in the pursuit of political aims.”. Whereas it is 

discriminatory to not allow someone in the country solely based on race. Whereas the vetting 

process to become a citizen is based on a person's religion, political opinion, nationality, 

membership in a particular social group and race, race should not be a deciding factor to a 

person's citizenship. Whereas a person does not get to decide their race but they can decide the 

other factors allowing them into the country. 

 

Section 1: All language in Homeland Security will remove race in the vetting process.  

 

Section 2: U.S vetting guidelines will be altered so that race discrimination is excluded in the 

vetting process 

 

Section 3: This bill will require no funding.  

 

Section 4: This bill will go into effect 91 days after passage. 

 



  

YALE MODEL CONGRESS 2017 

 
Purple Senate – Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs 

Committee 

 

 

Jack Landsiedel 
  

Framingham High School 
Author  Delegation 

 
 

Title of Bill: An Act to Promote Federal Voter Identification 

 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE YALE MODEL CONGRESS 

 
 

Preamble: Whereas only nineteen states require photo identification to vote; whereas such state 

voting requirements discriminate against those without photo identification provided 

through employment, education, government, or other stations; whereas fifteen 

states do not require photo identification, and may take a bank statement or other 

official document with a name and address in order to vote; whereas sixteen states 

require no document to vote
 1

; whereas photo identification increases confidence in 

the voting system and decreases the likelihood of voter fraud or impersonation; 

whereas photo identification simplifies the list of required documents needed to vote 

with an all-in-one card.  This act will incentivize photo identification as a required 

document to vote at the state’s level, from Congress, and initiate the Voter Card 

Program (VCP) for eligible voters lacking proper identification. 

 

Section 1: In order to vote in any municipal, state, or federal election, one must present valid 
government-issued photo identification, or a federally issued Voter Card.  
  

Subsection A: States will be incentivized to require photo identification by Congress 
with a tax break to households below the poverty line totaling $1,000,000 per 10,000 
qualifying households, rounding households up to the nearest ten-thousand, with the 
responsibility of fair allocation brought upon the state’s Governor; or risk the chance to 
lose 2% of their highway budget if found noncompliant by a court ruling.  
  
Subsection B: The category of government-issued photo identification includes, but is 
not limited to, a United States passport, a United States military identification, a United 
States government employee identification, or a driver’s license of one’s voting state.  

 

Section 2: One may apply for a Voter Card to meet the aforesaid voting requirement regardless 
of one’s possession status of a photo identification card.  
  

                                                 
1
 “Voter Identification Requirements.” Ncls.org, National Conference of State Legislatures, 5 June 

2017, www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/voter-id.aspx#Laws%20in%20Effect. 

http://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/voter-id.aspx#Laws%20in%20


Subsection A: The purpose of the Voter Card is to provide one’s name, address, 
electoral district, birth date, sex, expiration date of card, and accurate photo 
identification.  
  
Subsection B: One may apply under the Voter Card Program (VCP) at the age of 
seventeen years and nine months at any Department of Motor Vehicles, Armed Services 
Recruitment Center 2, or any other government facility that also registers voters, the latter 
locations being in one’s voting state; the card will not be valid until the citizen assumes 
the legal voting age of eighteen years.  
  
Subsection C: One must renew their Voter Card every ten years if the card was issued at 
or after the age of twenty-five years for the purpose of authentic photo identification; 
renewal must occur every four years if the voter is under the age of twenty-five years; 
renewal must occur if one changes address or electoral district.  
  
Subsection D: It is up to the state to pass into law any special circumstances for not 
providing photo identification when voting.  Any means of voting other than in the polls, 
such as voting via absentee ballot, will require a photocopy of the voter’s photo 
identification.  
  

Section 3: The funds for the Voter Card Program (VCP) directly involved in its 
manufacturing shall be initially paid for by the state, under the responsibility of the Governor; on 
first Monday of each month, the federal government will fully reimburse the state for any funds 
used under the program.  
  

Subsection A: The Voter Card shall be produced and created under aforesaid 
funds, however the cost of the picture shall be paid for by the voter.  Such a cost shall be 
figured by the Governor of each state, and not exceed half of the minimum wage of the 
state.  
  
Subsection B: All other assistance personnel and materials for the Voter Card Program 
(VCP) shall be paid for by the facility used for voter registration.  
  

Section 4: This bill shall go into effect ninety-one days after passage.  
 

                                                 
2
 “Register to Vote and Confirm or Change Registration.” Usa.gov, 18 Sept. 

2017, www.usa.gov/register-to-vote.  

http://www.usa.gov/register-to-vote

